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Modern Rock, Pop with live band production, Alternative Rock Basmajian's full album release of My Dear

is an modern masterpiece of writing, production, engineering and performance. Lyrical depth, powerful

melodies, rich lead vocals, catchy hooks, and 9 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, POP: British Pop

Details: Artist: Basmajian Album Title: My Dear Written, Arranged, Produced, and Recorded by: River

Basmajian Basmajian exemplifies how to express and display an intense aura of musical passion. This is

a seductive perspective that will shatter passe perceptions. The lyrical endeavor is a sensational

performance that leaves a lasting impression by weaving a non-conventional sonic fabric creating a

powerful, emotional, and passionate modality. Basmajian's musical ideals are full of veracious passion

coupled with a genuine and natural expression of what we all feel inside ourselves. This 9 song release

titled "My Dear" is a mythical and irresistble experience. Tracks like Crazy New York, The Things You Do

For Money, My Dear, Time  Space, and Eternity, will have you singing these melodies all day... Their

rhythmic emphasis driven by rock-solid drums, melodic guitars and rich vocals, compels one to feel as

carefree, refreshed, and museful as the wind caressing one's body and soul under the affection and

innocence of new love. One press write-up recently describes the Basmajian style as "tough, tender, and

romantic." The vocals are insightful, penetrating, and intuitively natural. Melodies that have a timeless

aural persistence. It's easy to find the open heartfelt connection between the lyrics and the melodies.

They create an unprecedented framework of rhythm and tonality. River has been called a boy genius

throughout his ongoing development. Over the course of his musical and formal edification River

achieved at a perfect 4.0 GPA winning every award handed out at his college graduation. His academic

and artistic achievements are formally documented, and he has been lauded for delivering a powerhouse

Valedictorian speech, which brought down the house. River has an unmatched unique passion for
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everything in life. He is an inventor with patents filed with the USPTO. He is a professor, a writer,

producer, engineer, and performer. His motivation and zeal for life has led him to develop long lasting

friendships and relationships with those who surround him, and he deeply cares for life, love and family.

River's background is very different than one might suspect. He grew up in a very poor and diverse

neighborhood in Philadelphia, which gives him a very unique and insightful background that enables him

to easily reach out and touch all around him. His presence captures every room that he walks into. It's

commonly said that his persona and smile captivates and lights up every concert hall or room that he

enters. He loves to talk about philosophy, art, science, history, love, time, age, and the belief that we

should not give deference to authorities of the past. That we should question everything that we know.

River's is very entreprenurial. He owns several businesses, and is the founder of Zephyr Media,

Incorporated, New Organon, Incorporated, WWW.HOTWEBDOMAINS.COM (a domain name registrar

and Web hosting company), Media Arts Training (mediaartstraining.com), Greenlight Education, just to

name a few. You will not be disappointed in this ground breaking release, which is soon to be followed by

a 2nd release this coming year.
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